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1.0 Introduction
The Justice Law and Order Sector seeks to construct the JLOS House complex as a one stop
centre to provide fuctional and modern office accomodation for its institutions. In furherance of
this objective, a multi institutional team from JLOS and other relevant MDAs, visited Putra Jaya
in Malaysia and Dubai and Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates in November 2013, to
understudy the concept of putting public offices in one stop centres as well as understudying
the concept green technology and intelligent technology (Smart technology) in the design of
public buildings. The benchmarking tour was meant to draw lessons and best practices from
these jurisdictions to ensure that the JLOS house is constructed at the most competitive cost to
stand the test of time, design and technological innovations.
The JLOS team was led by Hon. Kahinda Otafire, the Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Affairs. The team met key officials in the countries visited including the Chief Justice of
Malaysia, the Minister of Justice of Malaysia, the Attorney General of Malaysia and the
representatives of the Chief Justice and Minister of Justice of United Arab Emirates. The JLOS
team had extensive intercations with technical staff in these countries.
The team learnt several important lessons during the tour; key among them is the need for
government to incorporate a company solely for constructing and managing public
infrastructure, designing public infrastructure along a theme; incorporating green and
intelligent technolgy in public buildings to utilise solar energy and renewable energy;
integration of ICT in the delivery of public services to reduce lead times and petty corruption ;
use of flat offices to maximise space utilisation and working from home through web based
services especially for mothers and other staff who perform services which donot require
personal presence. JLOS strongly believes that incorporation of these lessons in the JLOS house
will reduce the cost of the construction and strengthen its capacity to serve the public better
through cheap and accessible services.

2.0 Background to the Benchmarking tour
The Justice Law and Order Sector institutions are housed in rented premises which are
scattered through the Divisions of Kampala. On average, the Government of Uganda (GOU)
spends seven million dollars in rent annually to pay accomodation for JLOS institutions.
Indirectly, the GOU spends more money on coordinating JLOS institutions and, for the public,
they pay handsomely to reach out to the scattered institutions making the cost of accessing
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JLOS services beyond the reach of ordinary Ugandans. Not only does the high cost of accessing
JLOS services compromise the capacity of the state to guarantee the safety of the person and
security of property but it undermines the rule of law which is essentiall for the economic
transformation of Uganda. The provision of decent and functional accomodation is therefore
central and critical to the current efforts to reform JLOS and should be seen within the broader
steps GOU is taking to modernise Uganda and position is as a major geo player in the region.
JLOS therefore proposes to construct the JLOS house complex to accomodate the headquarters
of its institutions and the Courts of Judicature. The JLOS complex will be situated at three
locations in Kampala to provide 80,000 squares meters of modern office space to accomodate
member institutions ,the Supreme Court,Court of Appeal and the High Court of Uganda.
The one stop Centre will be built on the concept of aligning office accomodation to the business
needs of the public with a strong biais on making public infrastructure functional. Offices that
serve the public will be placed within easy reach of the users and close proximity of supporting
institutions. Technology will be utilised to automate impersonal services through self service
counters , short messaging and wider use of e platforms to expedite the delivery of services.
The one stop centre is expected to improve the productivity of JLOS staff; facilitate the growth
of the private sector through the provision of timely public services; reduce the costs of public
administration through intergration of services and sharing of common services such as ICT,
conference facilities and asset/ facilities management. Furthermore, the one stop Centre will
introduce modern concepts of office management anchored on enviromental concepts of
green and intelligent technology. The savings generated by the one stop centre should free
resources to revamp the legal sector. On the otherhand, the benefits gannered through the
delivery of competitive public services will enhance Uganda’s global competitiveness and
deepen its intergration in the region, continent and beyond.

3.0 The Objectives of the Benchmarking tour
The benchmarking tour was informed by the following objectives:1. To study and appreciate the concept of having government(public)offices in one stop
centres.
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2. Identify,examine and appreciate contemporary and futurist cost effective
technologies in the design,construction and maintainance of public buildings.
3. Appreciate how intelligent and green technology is applied in public buildings to
maximise public utility, safe guard the enviroment and maximize productivity of the
work force.
4. Benchmark the concept of E government and intergration of ICT services in the
delivery of public services.
5. Appreciate how public buildings can be aligned to enhance bussiness processes,
maximise public utility and contribute to a wider organizatinal change agenda of
enhancing productivity in the public sector.
6. Benchmark new trends in office layouts,desk sharing and flexible offices in public
offices.
7. Share experiences on alternative sources of funding public infrastructure including
using public private partnerships and contractor sourced financing.
8. Get best practices in asset management of shared public assets.
9. Benchmark health, security and safety platforms in one stop centre government
premises.
10. Benchmarking new concept in court room and registry layout for enhanced Judicial
productivity.
11. Benchmark E security.

The Benchmarking team visited Governmernt offices in Kuala Lumpur and Putrajaya in Malaysia
and Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, which are pioneering the use of green and intelligent
technology in the provision of public buildings.
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4.0 Key Findings
4.1 Malaysia –Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia has implemented the one stop government offices in one central location since 1999
and has therefore got 14 years’ solid experience in the operation of integrated public offices.

(Left) GOU delegation meeting the Malaysian Minister of Law. On the right, benchmarking tour team with the Ma-

laysian delegation at the Parliament

(PHOTO: JLOS)

The first day of the benchmark tour was to the Parliament of Malaysia on 6th November, 2013,
where the Ugandan Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs met his counterpart of
Malaysia. A survey around the buildings indicated an appreciation of space and lounges for the
people visiting the Parliament with modern furniture and TV systems that make the visitors
received in a comfortable atmosphere.

The team also observed the creativity in the areas of water
fountains systems around the buildings for both beauty and
provision of fresh air to the plants and the people
occupying the buildings. The country has a strong affection
for green vegetation and water near buidings as indicated
in the picture on the left

Water fountains around Parliamentary buildings in
Malaysia
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4.2 Kuala Lumpur Courts Complex
The team was given an opportunity to visit the Kuala Lumpur Court Complex to benchmark on
the courts set up and to have a feel of the use of E- court facilities. The Kuala Lumpur Court
Complex is a large court house complex in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, housing various courts of
the country’s Judicial System. The building was constructed beginning on 1stMarch, 2004 at a
cost of RM 290 Million and was opened for use on April 18th, 2007, taking a duration of 3 years
to construct.

E- court facilities including video cameras and computer in one of the courtrooms and boardrooms in KCC

Installed is a web –TV display to call cases on the day of hearing. There are self-service kiosks to
register attendance on a first come first serve basis. Short messaging alerts and quick search of
cases is provided for.
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The court recording and transcription system uses a client server with proprietary soft and hard
ware.
The Kuala Lumpur Courts complex houses mainly;
-

The High Court,

-

The Sessions Court,

-

Magistrates’ Court and

-

Night Courts that handle traffic offences and cases of person who are busy or elect to
attend court after work.

The KLCC building was primarily planned to hold large numbers of relevant court cases in one
location, as well as to centralize judicial branches in the city into one building complex.
The complex consists of a single large structure planned in a U- shape design with a left and
right wing, and has a total of six above ground levels of which five from the bottom each
contains a collection of number of court rooms. Court hall infrastructure focuses on officers of
court and the accused persons with limited space given to the general public.

The architectural impression of the central portico staircase that rises into the large onion dome
shape of KCC

Witness stand in a court room

Accused persons are allocated special seats in a cage behind the lawyers’ desks, witnesses are
provided a desk and a chair on a raised platform and there are cameras and transcribing
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equipment for recording. The court has in place automated systems for filing, court recording,
case management and queue management.
The complex contains 30 court rooms for High Courts, 21 for the Session Courts and 26 for the
Magistrates Courts. The complex is touted as the second largest Court house in the world.
The building has libraries, business Centre and tunnel to holding rooms for the accused, as well
as televisions for 4 courtrooms to air court hearings.
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras and free wireless internet have been connected to and
within the complex.
E- Court facilities that enable court procedures to be done over the internet are also connected.
The building is situated on a 12ha of land surrounded by land/capping and mini park for the
public relaxation plus other parking facilities as below;
-

500 parking bays for public

-

300 parking bays for court staff

-

200 parking bays for judges.

Architecturally the symmetrical “U” shape floor plan is edged in to a central Portico that rises
above the rest of the building featuring a large onion dome.

4.3 Malaysia -Putrajaya
Putrajaya city is a very well planned city located 25km south of Kuala Lumpur capital in the west
–central Peninsula of Malaysia,which serves as the Federal Administrative Centre of Malaysia.
Malaysia transfered all government ministries from Central Business District of Kuala Lumpur
and placed them in Putrajaya. Experience from Malaysia shows that the transfer and
procurement of public buildings on one location has reduced cost of doing business in Malaysia,
enhanced coordination of government business, placed government institutions in modern and
well maintained offices, facilitated integrated use of ICT and enhanced public access to
government offices.
The seat of Government was shifted in 1999 from Kuala Lumpur to Putrajaya. Prior to the
construction of Putrajaya, the Malaysia Government offices were housed at various locations
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across Kuala Lumpur. With increasing traffic congestion, however, the distance between offices
began to hinder administrative processes. Consequently the Government resolved to create a
new city where the scattered offices could be re-located and re-assembled to form a more
efficient administration hub.
The Putrajaya City was originally to covers 8,000 acres (32km2) planned as a garden and
intelligent City (a smart community that has made a conscious effort to use information

An aerial view of Putrajaya

technology to transform life and work within the region in significant and fundamental way or
territories that bring innovation and ICT’s within the same locality evolving towards a strong
integration of all dimension of human, collective and artificial intelligence). 38% of the area is
reserved for green spaces by emphasizing the enhancement of natural landscape. Putrajaya
City is managed by Putrajaya Corporation - Perbadanan Putrajaya a body corporate that
controls its development. It was developed as a garden city with expansive meandering man –
made lakes and many areas devoted to leisure parks, botanical gardens and constructed
wetlands. Putrajaya City is accessible by numerous rail lines and highways from the close
proximity of Kuala Lumpur.
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A snapshot of Putrajaya city
Estimated project cost:

US$ 8.1 Billion

Established in:

19th October, 1995.

Made into Federal Territory Government:

1st February, 2001

Administered by:

Putrajaya Corporation (Perbadanan Putrajaya)

Total current area:

49 Km2 (19sq miles)

Population by 2010:

67,964 people.

The city takes up main Government Ministries and other key infrastructure namely;
 Office of the Prime Minister
 Official residence of the Prime Minister
 Official residence of the DeputyPrime Minister
 Palace of Justice(Ministry of Justice)
 Ministry of Finance
 Ministry of Foreign Affairs
 Putrajaya Lakes (Man-made lakes)
 Bridges (ninewell constructed suspended bridges system)
 Major high ways.

Several estates that have been set up to accommodate Government workers form the bigger
population of the city.
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4.4 The Palace of Justice

Palace of Justice the front elevation and the beautiful external marble stones finish (PHOTO: JLOS)

The Palace of Justice houses the Malaysia Court of Appeal and the Federal Court. Due to the
need for proper offices for the Judiciary, a location within the Precinct 3 of Putrajaya was
identified for this purpose. The building has 2 Appeal Courts, 6 Federal Courts which have
indicative network of passages segregating the Judges, witnesses, public and the accused from
courts to car parks.
The Benchmarking tour team met the Chief Justice who briefed them on the functionalities of
the court systems in Malaysia. The Judiciary can recruit temporal judges known as judicial
commissioners to help clear case backlog.
All judges have research officers to assist in research supported by an army of interpreters.
The Chief Justice undertakes close supervision of the other judicial officers including surprise
visits to courts. Performance management is highly valued and emphasized in the courts.
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Ugandan delegation with the Chief Justice of Malaysia ( PHOTO: JLOS)

Below is the structure of the judiciary in Malaysia
Special Court- handles cases involving hereditary rulers and the King.
Federal Court supreme court to handle appeals for cases that originated in the
high court=11 justices.
Court of Appeal=32 justices.
High Court
Session Court
Magistrates’’ Courts
4.4.1 Interior facilities in the Palace of Justice.

The building has a central atrium (Rotunda) around which the various rooms are arranged. The
atrium helps to orientate visitors who have just arrived into the building and has clear visual
connection to the floors.
The building has a Library that occupies the ground floor adjacent to the entrance, while the
hearing rooms of the Federal and Appeal courts are located on the first floor.
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The registries and the offices of the Appeal and Federal Courts are on the second and third
floors respectively. The Judges chambers of the Appeal and Federal Courts are located on the
fourth and fifth floors. The locations of these functions are designed on designated levels to
ensure privacy and security. Even the car parking locations are segregated between judges, the
staff and the public. The layout is designed to have direct access for the Judges to go to their
respective chambers from their car parks.

There is separation of chambers from the office of the judicial officer. The offices and
boardrooms have executive interior finishes that provides ambient office atmosphere for a
good working environment.

4.5 Putrajaya International Convention Centre (PICC)
This is the main Convention Centre in Putrajaya. It is mainly used for international conferences
and was constructed between 2001 to 2003. The building occupies an area of 135,000 m2. Due
to its strategic location on top of a hill facing beautiful lakes, it has become one of the most
popular places and hot site for film shooting.
The building can accommodate 10,000 people within more than 57 halls and small rooms ready
to be used. The building was awarded “Best Energy Efficiency building first runner up in the
year 2007”.
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Most walls are made of glass, so natural sunlight can easily illuminate the auditorium through
the raked and shaded windows. The building has trees inside the open areas which provide
fresh air and cool environment to the building.
The building has various functional amenities
including;
Plenary hall with capacity of 3000 people
 Head of state hall with capacity of 180
people.
 Kitchen serving 3000 diners seated at one
time.
 2 unity halls for seminars, exhibitions and
banquettes for 2000 people.
14 suites for bilateral meetings
10 halls for conferences each of 200 people
Conference hall in the International Convention buildingPutrajaya (PHOTO: JLOS)

 33 meeting rooms for 10-100 people
 3 public galleries, 2 restaurants , 3 prayer rooms & 4 Kiosks
The PICC receives average more than 230,000 delegates and 15,000 visitors per year.

4.6 Attorney Generals Chambers –Putrajaya
Facilities in the AG’s Chambers include, library with a platform for E-learning, Conference hall
for 250 people and an Amphitheatre for 450people, child witness observation rooms, digital
rooms for training, moot court for training legal officers on mock trials, expert witness rooms,
child care centres, cafeteria and hotel services run by a 5 star hotel. Other facilities include
shopping outlets, saloon and prayer halls. There are large enough waiting lobbies on the ground
floor for all people entering the building.
The building also has CCTV control rooms, internet data services, voice logger, and access card
and auto gates.
The AG is also piloting programmes such as home office to deal with lack of suitable office
space up country. This however is only possible with automation and when all processes are
computerized. This programme is suitable for especially women who need to balance work with
their gender reproductive role. Majority of employees are in child bearing age. Staff on the
programme is monitored using a computerized programme with unlimited internet capacity.
They are also able to access a resource centre from home.
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The AG is also piloting a chambers open office where staff do not have permanent office desks.
This is used to optimize open space, eliminate walls and private offices. It is also one of the
methods used to conserve energy because systems are not impended by permanent walls.
There are private discussion/meeting rooms.

Hon. Maj. Gen Kahinda Otafiire sharing a light moment
with Attorney General of Malaysia .

Moot Room in AG chambers -Malaysia

The building was not designed as a green building however the team was informed that green is
not only about saving energy, but making the building safe and comfortable with a low carbon
foot print. Communication between departments is mostly through email.
It was proposed that AG be invited to grace the JLOS forum and that the MOJCA will make a
special arrangement for staff attachment programmes in Malaysia.
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4.7 Putrajaya Corporation
The Corporation is responsible for managing Putrajaya City. The city is designed for 300years in
the future at an initial cost of 8.1bn dollars.

A fresh water man-made lake and wet lands act as a climate regulator. It was designed for
government complexes, commercial buildings and residential space. The council runs like a
business with hotels buses etc.
PJC was established to relieve pressure on Kuala Lumpur and address demand for government
offices. Land is planned in such a way that 40% is green open space. With grand master plan
that air conditioning, lighting, utilities, and transport. The focus is to reduce carbon foot print.
Design: Each building is designed to have a unique character and sizeable green as shown in the
photographs above.
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It was discovered that green technology is not only about lighting, but about sustainable
resource use, recycling, garbage disposal and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (carbon
foot print).
Focus in design is about optimal use of space horizontally and vertically. Centralized staff shuttle
services and an efficient public transport services reduce on the demand for parking space.

4.8 Putrajaya Holding
This is a private company that undertakes the development of government infrastructure in
Putrajaya. It runs as a private company however all its shareholders are government entities.
The aim was to eliminate red tape common in government bureaucracies.
The company develops and builds government offices according to specifications of each
government department leases and transfers to government after 25years. After the
construction government departments and ministries occupy the buildings pay rent to PHL for
25 years as part of the process of recovering the cost of construction and thereafter the
property is handed back to government. Below are some examples of the buildings the
company has constructed.

In the construction the green and intelligent concept is emphasized by ensuring that the
buildings minimize use of water, have lower levels of carbon emissions, use materials that
reduce the heat that goes into the building and thus the need for air conditioning, are cheap to
maintain and operate and use renewable energy. The above pictures illustrate how the green
and intelligent concept has been applied.
They also use the loop system for power, i.e. produce and use power and excess is supplied to
the national grid.
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5.0 United Arab Emirates
5.1 Dubai
Dubai is host to buildings, rich in modern architecture and built using green and intelligent
technology. Such buildings include the Pacific Control Systems which was the first building in
Dubai constructed on a platform of green and intelligent technology.

5.2 Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi has embarked on a two decade program to transform its economy from one based
on natural resources to one led by knowledge, innovation and export of cutting edge
technologies. The Masdar Institute of Science and Technology is contributing significantly to the
above diversification by;
 Investing in human capital development.
 Conducting research and stimulating innovation.
 Expanding the energy and technology export base.
 Diversifying the domestic supply of energy.
 Attracting inward investment.
 Encouraging private- sector entrepreneurship.
It was in relation to the above issues which would be of great importance in planning the
implementation of the JLOS house project, that the benchmarking team visited Abu Dhabi and
more especially the Masdar Institute of Science and technology.

5.3 Masdar City
Masdar City in Abu Dhabi is being developed as the preeminent source of renewable energy
knowledge, development and implementation and the worlds bench mark for sustainable
development. The city generates over 14 megawatts of energy from solar that is looped to the
national grid. It is powered entirely by renewable energy, combinging passive and intellegent
design to push the boundaries of sustainability. Its buildings reduce energy demand by 56% and
potable water by 54%. In the city is Masdar Institute of Science and Technology providing post
graduate training, research and innovation with an enrollment of 600 students. The city is 17Km
from Abu Dhabi. Masdar is a clean city technology cluster attarcting companies committed to
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advancing new energy industry. It is a special economic zone and pedestrian friendly urban
development where current and future renewable energy and clean technologies are show
cased, marketed, reaserched, developed tested and implemented. The city is creating a vibrant
community, hospitality, retail and other outlets , with restuarants and offices for 40,000 people.
Masdar city is managed by Masdar A Mubadala Company, which is moving swiftly and in sync
with changing technologies and evolving landscapes to remain focused on commercial viability,
taking only those decisions and actions that can be repeated in the future without significant
loss in quality, resources or efficacy. Below are examples of such buildings in the city.
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Abu Dhabi is currently playing a leading role in global energy markets as a significant
hydrocarbons producer. It seeks to leverage its substantial resources and experience in the
energy sector to maintain its leadership position in an evolving global market that is increasingly
looking to renewable alternatives.
Through the Masdar Institute of Science and Technology, Abu Dhabi is demonstrating what a
responsible oil producer can do by helping to create a balance between hydrocarbons and
renewable energy in addressing both climate changes and energy security.

5.4 Ministry of Justice

GOU delegation meeting the UAE Minister of Justice (PHOTO: JLOS)

The Ministry of justice in Abu dhabi houses prosecution, and Magistrates Court and is in close
proximity to the Supreme Court.
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6.0 Key Lessons and recommendations
6.1 Government (public) offices in a one stop centre
 When government offices are in one location they are able to cost effectively share
unique and common services such as air conditioning services, transport, parking,
internet, recreation, conference facilities and take advantage of centralised planning.
 Variables to consider in locating Government buildings include placement within a
growth corridor, low cost of infrastructure and land acquisition, minimal disruption to
the community, easy accessibility to major transportation networks and existence of
interesting natural vegetation and land form to be incorporated into city planning and
development.

6.2 Design, construction and maintenance of buildings
 The JLOS house should be built on the principles of sustainable development by taking
into account environmental, commercial, cultural and technological considerations to
provide for the present and next fifty years.
 There must be a theme for each infrastructural development which should inform the
design and ensure a multipurpose role for the infrastructure.
 Defect liability periods should be at least 5 years and there is need for systems for
infrastructure maintenance, training of critical mass for maintenance.
 Components of the JLOS house should be unique in character and design and room
should be made for maximization of the green area. The JLOS house should be built to
ensure that there is a well-planned administrative centre with modern facilities and
technology to enhance government efficiency and productivity

6.3 Intelligent and green technology
 Green technologies such as the use of solar for energy, natural light to reduce energy
costs, harvesting of water to reduce water bills, use of natural heat to reduce energy
bills and shared air conditioning facilities should be explored.
 JLOS house should consider generating solar electricity for powering the building and
consideration should be given to selling the excess power to the national grid. The
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revenue generated from savings on energy and selling of excess electricity to the
national grid could substantially reduce the long term cost of the building.

6.4 E government and integration of ICT
 Government should invest in internet for enhanced communication in public offices,
paperless communication and solving storage problems.
 Libraries should be built on physical and e plat forms.
 Home as office programme works best when there is a performance management
system, change of attitudes and good ICT infrastructure.
 E filing standardized practice and filing fees improves service delivery timelines, ensures
extended filing time for the lawyers, and promotes instantaneous access to processing
status and document extraction.
 Adoption of technology in court is inevitable but there is need to train the key
stakeholders and balance the needs of efficiency and public acceptance of the
technology.
 Government should also enhance public access to internet services in public buildings.

6.5 Aligning buildings to business processes
 While other commercial facilities could be integrated in the project, these should be
clearly separated to allow orderly functioning of government.

6.6 Office layout
 Flat and open offices to minimize space, enhance transparency, supervision and
productivity and work stations allow flexible offices, and sharing of office equipment like
computers.
 There is need to maximise the use of existing infrastructure

6.7 Financing for huge infrastructure projects
 Explore the possibility of incorporating a Government Company to build government
offices on a build lease and transfer arrangement.
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 Build lease and transfer funding modality has lower risks since the government keeps
possession of the building throughout the leasing period.
 To spread risks, the funder and contractor should be different because the client has
control of the process, can minimize hidden costs in contractor sourced funding, can
effectively supervise the contractor and at the same time, the funder and client can
jointly supervise the contractor.
 Government should contract out facilities that the private sector can run best and
concentrate on delivering public services.

6.8 Asset management
The sector should explore the possibility of establishing a sector wide asset management
service to manage and maintain shared infrastructure especially the proposed JLOS Towers.
This could take the model of the JLOS secretariat.

6.9 Health and security
 JLOS should develop a comprehensive master plan to cater for transport, lighting,
drainage, signage, environmental management and utilities to service the JLOS house.
 Lifts, CCTV, use of natural light and outsourcing of hotel services should be explored.
The JLOS house should have security controlled access.

6.10 Court room and registry lay out
 Courts should have adequate working facilities for officers of court, the public, secure
facilities for the court staff and suspects, ICT infrastructure, witnesses’ facilities,
separate mediation facilities, separate facilities for court staff to work with minimum
interference, large lobbies to serve the public, facilities for breast feeding mothers,
prayer rooms and self-help counters.
 Moot rooms to train young magistrates and new judges should be part of the designs of
the court infrastructure.
 Government should simplify the fees structure to ease e filing. To this extent
government should consider dropping the sliding scale method of calculating fees,
which is complicated and therefore difficult to use by most court users.
 There is need to fully implement the E-transactions Act
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6.11 Case backlog and case disposal
 Case backlog strategy should focus on a sound information management system for
data collection on all cases, close supervision, administrative reforms, and increased
number of Judges and establishment of specialized courts. Focus should be on
strengthening administration, putting in place relevant infrastructure, reform and reengineering of laws and procedures and capacity building.
 Use of judicial commissioners to relieve the High Court of case backlog pressures should
be explored.
 Supervision of judicial staff and compliance to standards is necessary for backlog
reduction.
 JSC should be empowered to appoint judicial officers and other legal officers in
government.
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7.0 Conclusion
The benchmarking study was an eye opener to the GOU delegation and provided strong insight
on how to effectively, plan, design and execute large projects. Arising out of the study the scope
of the JLOS house is to be revisited. The concept of green and intelligent buildings is now clear
and the JLOS house will be built to international standards.
The sector wishes to acknowledge the Honorable Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs ,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Head of the Public Service in Uganda, Government
authorities in Malaysia and United Arab Emirates, the Uganda Consulate in Malaysia and the
Uganda Embassy in the United Arab Emirates for the support extended to the benchmarking
team and for making the tour a success.
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Annexure 1: Benchmarking Delegation

Hon. Kahinda Otafiire

Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs– Leader of Delegation.

Mr. John Mitala

The Head of Public Service and Secretary to Cabinet in Uganda since
2002 and is the current President of the Uganda Association of Public
Administration and Management (UAPAM). He is currently an IPAC
member and a member of the Commonwealth Association for Public
Administration and Management (CAPAM).

Hon Tashobya N Stephen

He is a lawyer, member of the International Institute of Chartered Institutions, Member of Parliament of Uganda and Chairperson of the Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affairs.

Hon. Ayena Odongo

He is a lawyer and a Member of Parliament of Uganda and Member of
the Parliamentary Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affairs.

Mr. Francis Atoke

Solicitor General and Permanent Secretary to Ministry of Justice and
Constitutional Affairs. He is currently the Chairperson of the Justice
Law and Order Sector (JLOS) Steering Committee and accounting
officer for the sector.
Secretary to the Judiciary and member of the JLOS steering committee.

Mrs. Dorcus Okalany

Mr. Okoth Ochola J M

Deputy Inspector General of Police. He is a member of the JLOS Steering Committee.

Mrs. Dora Kuteesa

Head of infrastructure department ,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Mr. James Wokadala

Commissioner, Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic Development in charge of the public administration department.
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JLOS Construction Committee
Mr. Amos Ngolobe

Mr. Nsalasatta David
Mr. Cheborion Herric
Pat
Project owner
Mr. Gadenya Paul
Wolimbwa

Project management
Eng. Dr. Christopher
Ebal

Lawyer, Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions and Chairperson
of the JLOS House Construction Committee that is responsible for
overseeing the construction of the JLOS house.
Commissioner, Uganda Prison Services, representing the Head of
Correctional Services and `a user Department.
Principal Immigration Officer, Ministry of Internal affairs, representing a user department.

Lawyer and Senior Technical Advisor,
Justice Law and Order Sector Secretariat, the Chief Executive
Officer for the Secretariat that is responsible for management of
JLOS and resourcing the JLOS house construction as project owner.
Civil Engineer, Head of Court infrastructure in the Judiciary and
project manager for the JLOS house project.

Eng. Tiberondwa Henry

Civil Engineer, Assistant Commissioner, Uganda Prison Services
and deputy Project Manager JLOS House project.

Mr. Sam Rogers
Wairagala

Economist, Advisor, Justice Law and Order Sector Secretariat and
JLOS House project Monitoring and Evaluation Coordinator.

Consultants
Mr. Mubarak SilimNahdy

Architect and Consultant for the detailed structural design and
construction supervisor of the proposed JLOS House.

Dr. Baziraake Francis

Civil Engineer, Consultant for the detailed structural design and
construction supervisor of the proposed JLOS House.

Eng. MbabaziAnania

Civil Engineer, Consultant for the detailed structural design and
construction supervisor of the proposed JLOS House Consultant.
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Annexure 2: Concept Note for the Benchmarking tour
BENCHMARKING TOUR FOR THE JLOS HOUSE ONE STOP CENTRE
1 Introduction
The Justice Law and Order Sector(JLOS) of Uganda brings together seventeen government
institutions which are responsible for the administration of justice , maintenance of law and
order and ensuring respect for human rights and accountability. JLOS is comprised of the
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs as the lead institution, the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, the Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development, the Ministry of Local
Government, the Judiciary, the Directorate of Public Prosecutions, the Uganda Police Force, the
Uganda Prison Services, the Judicial Service Commission, the Uganda Human Rights
Commission, the Uganda Law Reform Commission, Directorate of Citizenship and Immigration
Control, the Uganda Registration Service Bureau , the Centre for Alternative Dispute Resolution,
the Tax Appeals Tribunal, the Law Development Centre and the Uganda Law Society.
JLOS’s overall goal to promote the rule of law in Uganda through three strategic objectives,
namely strengthening policy, legislative and regulatory framework ; access to services
particularly for vulnerable persons and strengthening the observance of human rights and
accountability.
The need to provide for functional and decent accommodation in a one stop centre is central to
the reforms being carried out by. JLOS is therefore, desirous of constructing office premises at
Naguru, Kampala and on Plot 1, the Square to provide 80,000 squares metres of office space to
accommodate its member institutions and the Judiciary, specifically the Supreme Court, Court
of Appeal and the High Court of Uganda.
The one stop Centre will improve the productivity of the public service; facilitate the growth of
the private sector through the provision of timely public services; reduce the costs of public
administration through integration of services and sharing of common services such as ICT
conference facilities and asset / facilities management. Furthermore, the One Stop Centre will
introduce modern concepts of office management and incorporate environmental concepts of
green and intelligent technology in the design and construction of public buildings. The savings
generated by the one stop centre will free resources to revamp the legal sector while the
benefits of delivering competitive public services will enhance Uganda’s global competitiveness
and deepen its integration in the region, continent and beyond.
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2 Rationale for the Benchmarking Tour
JLOS recognizes that the proposed one stop centre infrastructure project needs to be
constructed in the most cost effective manner premised on sound financial, economic, social
and environmental standards to maximize the utility of the investment. Such lessons can only
be learnt from other countries that have done comparable work. Therefore, benchmarking
other countries that have constructed one stop centres or consolidated government offices
would provide immense lessons to JLOS as it executes the one stop centre project. For brevity
learning from others will help JLOS to avoid costly mistakes associated with large projects of
this kind and incorporate new technology that promises to save 60% of the costs on energy and
preserve the environment as well as transferring appropriate technology to Uganda.

3 Objectives of the study tour for the JLOS House Complex
The specific objectives of the benchmarking tour are to:
1.

Study and appreciate the concept of having government (public) offices in one stop
Centres.

2.

Identify, examine and appreciate contemporary and futurist cost effective technologies
in the design, construction and maintenance of public buildings.

3.

Appreciate how intelligent and green technology is applied in public buildings to
maximize public utility, safe guard the environment and maximize productivity of the
work force.

4.

Benchmark the concept of E government and integration of ICT services in the delivery
of public services.

5.

Appreciate how public buildings can be aligned to enhance business processes,
maximize public utility and contribute to a wider organizational change agenda of
enhancing productivity in the public sector.

6.

Benchmark new trends in office layouts, desk sharing and flexible offices in public
offices.

7.

Share experiences on alternative sources of funding public infrastructure including using
public private partnerships and contractor sourced financing.

8.

Get best practices in asset management of shared public assets.
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9.

Benchmark health, security and safety platforms in one stop Centre government
premises.

10.

Benchmarking new concept in court room and registry layout for enhanced judicial
productivity.

11. Benchmark E security.
4 Places for benchmarking
The Benchmarking team will visit Government offices in Putrajaya, Malaysia and selected
buildings in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, which are pioneering the use of green and intelligent
technology in the provision of public buildings.
Malaysia – Government Administrative Capital at Putrajaya
Malaysia has implemented the one stop government offices in one central location since 1999
and has therefore, got 14 years’ solid experience in the operation of integrated public offices.
Malaysia transferred all government ministries from the Central Business District of Kuala
Lumpur and placed them in Putra – Jaya to decongest the Central Business, enhance
coordination of government business and reduce on the operational costs of public
administration. Experience from Malaysia shows that the transfer and placement of public
buildings in one location has reduced the cost of doing business in Malaysia, enhanced
coordination of government business, placed government institutions in modern and well
maintained offices, facilitated integrated use of ICT and enhanced public access to government
offices. The achievements registered by Malaysia are therefore worth studying.
United Arab Emirates -Dubai
Dubai is host to buildings, rich in modern architecture and built using green and intelligent
technology. Such buildings include the Pacific Control Systems which was the first building in
Dubai constructed on a platform of green and intelligent technology. The benchmarking team
would like to interact with the management of the Pacific Control Systems to learn about the
benefits of the green and intelligent technology and any challenges associated with this
technology.
4
Participants in the tour
Participants for the Benchmarking tour will be drawn from JLOS institutions and structures
reflecting unity in diversity of the sector wide approach in delivery of public services and
technical competence in the implementation of the project.
The Hon. Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs will lead the team. Other participants
will include the Head of Public Service ; the Solicitor General – Chairperson of the JLOS
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Steering Committee; the Secretary to the Judiciary ; the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Internal Affairs; the Inspector General of Police; the Commissioner General of Prisons ; the
Permanent Secretary Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic Development or his
representative ; Chairperson of the JLOS Construction Committee; Mr. Pat Cheborion- a
member of the JLOS Construction Committee, Eng. Tiberondwa – the assistant project
engineer ; Dr. C Ebal- the Project Manager; the Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist ; a
representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs ; the project consultant for the JLOS house
and the Senior Technical Advisor, JLOS.
5 Time of the Study tour
The tour will last seven days including both travel and actual benchmarking. Given that
preparation of detailed plans for the JLOS One Stop Centre has started, it is important that the
benchmarking tour is carried out early so that the findings and best practices obtained during
the benchmarking tours are incorporated in the final designs. It is proposed that the
Benchmarking tour should be held between the 21st of October and 16th November 2013.
The Benchmarking team will spend two days in Dubai, United Arab Emirates and three days in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. A detailed itinerary will be provided once the recipient countries
accept to host the team.
6 Conclusion
The benchmarking tour to Malaysia and United Arab Emirates is informed by JLOS’ desire to
minimize risks associated with construction of large projects, maximize value for money by
incorporating industrial and organizational best practices in the One Stop Centre project.
Benchmarking will thus enable JLOS to learn from others who have carried out similar projects
and facilitate transfer of critical knowledge, technology and skills from United Arab Emirates
and Malaysia to Uganda.

Prepared by the JLOS Secretariat
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs
Plot 1 Parliament Avenue, KAMPALA (UG)
Tel: (256) 414 -234066
Email: info@jlos.go.ug
Website: www.jlos.go.ug
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